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NOTES AND DOCUMENTS 

THE VISIT OF FREDERICK FORBES TO 
THE SOMALI COAST IN 1833* 

edited by Roy Bridges 

Previous issues of this journal have carried information about early nineteenth- 

century visits to the northern coast of Somalia by John Studdy Leigh, who 
claimed that he and not Richard Burton was the first European to succeed in 

penetrating inland to the city of Harar. Leigh's claim was made in 1892 and he 
said his trip had been made in 1838-1839.1 Although Marcus and Page gave some 
cautious credence to Leigh's story, Kirkman subsequently showed that the 
evidence of Leigh's own journal proved that although he had been at Berbera in 
1838-1839, he had definitely not gone inland to Harar.2 The journal entries also 
throw doubt upon another of Leigh's assertions of 1892: that the people of 
Berbera regarded him as "the first European that has visited . . . within . . . 
recollection."3 This is not only inherently unlikely but can also be directly 
contradicted by the evidence of a visit to Berbera made some five years before 
that of Leigh. Frederick Forbes has left a manuscript journal record of his cruise 

along the Somali coast and experiences in Berbera in 1833-1834. This record is 
brief and deficient in some respects but holds considerable interest as the earliest 
in a sequence of increasingly informative accounts of the coast and its people 
which culminates with the publications of Burton in the 1850s. The story Forbes 
has to tell also serves to draw attention to the more general political and 

*I am grateful to the University of Aberdeen Development Trust for encouraging and helping to make 

possible the research on which this article was based. The extracts from the Forbes Journal are printed with 
the very kind permission of Squadron-Leader M.F. Ogilvie-Forbes. I also acknowledge the help of Miss Joan 
Masters and Mr. Colin McLaren. 

Harold G. Marcus and Melvin E. Page, "John Studdy Leigh: First Footsteps in East Africa," 
International Journal of African Historical Studies, V, 3 (1972), 470-478. 

2James Kirkman, "John Studdy Leigh in Somalia," International Journal of African Historical 
Studies, VIII, 3 (1975), 441-456. Leigh's career is of interest and references to him and his published works 

may be found in the two articles already cited; in James Kirkman, ed., "The Zanzibar Diary of John Studdy 
Leigh," International Journal of African Historical Studies, XIII, 2 and 3 (1980), 281-312, 492-507; and in 
R.C. Bridges, "W.D. Cooley, the RGS and African Geography in the Nineteenth Century," Geographical 
Journal, 142,1 and 2 (1976), 27-47, 274-286. 

3Marcus and Page, "John Studdy Leigh," 473-474. 
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economic situation in the Gulf of Aden region which was of increasing concern 
to the British East India Company authorities in whose service Forbes was 
operating. 

Interestingly enough, as the entries below will make clear, Forbes 
seriously contemplated the journey inland to Harar but this plan came to nothing 
when his ship departed; on this evidence, Forbes at least came a little closet than 
Leigh to the possibility of achieving an exploratory coup. 

Frederick Forbes (1808-1841) was a graduate of Marischal College, one of 
Aberdeen's two universities. He joined the East India Company service as an 
assistant surgeon in 1832 and at the time of his visit to the Somali Coast was 
attached to the Indian Navy.4 His regrettably brief subsequent life shows that he 
was on the way to becoming a notable scholar-explorer. At this early stage he 
obviously had some hopes of travelling in Africa5 but the accidents of his career 
led him to make expeditions in the Mesopotamian and Persian regions of South- 
West Asia where he was murdered in 1841.6 

Forbes found himself in the Gulf of Aden and Red Sea region in 1833 
because his ship, the brig Tigris, had been ordered to Mocha to keep an eye on 
developments there as Mohammed Ali's campaigns against his nominal Turkish 
overlord proceeded. This concern was part of the general desire to secure British 
interests against possible Russian or French advances in the crumbling Turkish 
empire. For the East India Company there was the more immediate and 
particular problem of safeguarding the Gulf of Aden - Red Sea - Suez - 
Mediterranean route which was now becoming the normal link between India 
and Britain. In 1839, Aden was to be taken into occupation. The security of the 
Red Sea route and the western approaches to India meant a greatly enhanced 
role for the Indian Navy which its commander, Admiral Malcolm, took up with 
great energy and enthusiasm. Among other things, Malcolm encouraged his 
officers to undertake geographical enquiries; hence the increasingly full budget 
of descriptions of the coasts and people of areas like Somalia which began to 
appear in the 1830s.7 

Before that period, Lord Valentia's semi-official mission to the Red Sea in 
1802 had resulted in only minimal knowledge of the Somali coast. On a 

4India Office Records: L/MIL/9/382 Petition of Frederick Forbes, 18 February 1832; Aberdeen 

University Library Ms. 2740: Journal of Frederick Forbes, 28 October 1832. 

5journal of Frederick Forbes, 29 February 1836. 

6More details on Forbes's family background and life appear in Roy C. Bridges, "An Aberdeenshire 

Family and the Indian-African Connection in the Early Nineteenth Century," An African Miscellany for 
John Hargreaves, Roy Bridges, ed. (Aberdeen, 1983), 5-10. Forbes's Asian journeys of note were recorded in 

Journal Royal Geographical Society, IX (1839), 409-430 and XIV (1844), 145-192. Forbes also wrote a 

medical treatise, Thesis on the Nature and History of the Plague as Observed in the North West 
Provinces of India ... (Edinburgh and London, 1840). 

7Forbds, Journal, June-July 1833. The secret Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi between Turkey and Russia was 

currently being finalized. T.E. Marston, Britain's Imperial Role in the Red Sea Area, 1800-1878 

(Hamden, Ct., 1961), 42 ff; C.R. Low, History of the Indian Navy, 2 vols. (London, 1877), II, 68-94. 
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subsequent expedition, Valentia's secretary, Henry Salt, gathered further 
information and even sent an assistant to Zeila who produced a map of that 
town in 1810. Salt learned a good deal about Harar and its trade to the coast not 

only from this assistant but also from the two natives of the town whom he met 
in Mocha. Harar and routes to it therefore appear on his map, but unfortunately 
he found no room in his text for all the information.8 Thus European knowledge 
remained very sparse and even W.F.W. Owen's great hydrographic survey of 1822- 
1824 seems to have paid little attention to the area; its chronicler merely notes the 
existence of Berbera and a few other ports "little visited or known by 
Europeans.'9 Clearly, Indian Navy ships began to operate on the coast from 1825- 

1826, but Forbes's visit would seem to be the first which resulted in a descriptive 
account of any consequence, although it has never been published until now. 

Thereafter, Lt. T.G. Carless surveyed the coast in 1838 but his results were not 

generally published.l0 Leigh's account of 1838-1839 was chronologically next but 
was not published until 1975. Lt. W.C. Barker of the Indian Navy was on the coast 
in 1840 and 1841; he speculated on the position of Harar on the basis of valuable 
local information in an article of 1842 and provided a more general account of 
the coast in 1848.11 Much more valuable still are the impressive reports of C.J. 
Cruttenden (1813-1884) who rose to the rank of captain in the Indian Navy and 
served for a time as assistant political agent at Aden. Although in the region as 

early as 1836, his principal knowledge of Somalia appears to have been gained 
after a visit to Berbera in 1847. His long report was published both by the 

Bombay Geographical Society and the Royal Geographical Society of London.12 
C.P. Rigby (1820-1885) produced an "Outline of the Somali Language"13 and other 

knowledge began to accrue. The "armchair geographer," W.D. Cooley, also 

encouraged by Malcolm, wrote a most learned article on Somalia as the "Regio 
Cinnamonifera" of the classical world and called upon the British Empire to 

8Marston, Britain's Imperial Role, 33-34; Henry Salt, A Voyage to Abyssinia and Travels into the 
Interior ... in 1809 and 1810 (London, 1814), 131-134, 498, and maps facing 137 and 475. 

9Narrative of Voyages ... under the Direction of Captain W.F.W. Owen RN, H.B. Robinson, ed., 2 
vols. (London, 1833), I, 356. 

10R.F. Burton, First Footsteps in East Africa ...,2 vols. (London, 1856; 2nd memorial ed. 1894), I, 
xix and note. 

1"On the Probable Geographical Position of Harrar," Journal Royal Geographical Society, XII 

(1842), 238-244; "On Eastern Africa," Journal Royal Geographical Society, XVIII (1848), 130-136. 

12'Memoir on the Western or Edoor Tribes, Inhabiting the Somali Coast .. .," Journal Royal 
Geographical Society, XIX (1849), 49-76, and Transactions Bombay Geographical Society, VIII (1849), 
177-210. Burton quotes extensively from this report. See also citation in footnote 20. 

13Transactions Bombay Geographical Society, IX (1849-1850), 129-184. 
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make the region once again a "cultivated garden."14 In 1856 came Burton's work. 

Thus, Forbes's short account may be seen as the first in a series which provides 
increasingly detailed and accurate data on Somalia in the 1830s, 1840s and 1850s. 

It was not, however, simply in pursuit of geographical and ethnographical 
information that the Tigris put in at Berbera in October 1833. The ship had sailed 
back to the Somali coast from Mocha to carry out a particular task. Each year 
since 1825 or 1826 at the time of the trade fair, the Indian Navy had blockaded 
the port in order to obtain compensation for the wrecking of the Mauritius 

trading brig Mary Ann and the murder of some of her Lascar crew. Burton gives a 

slightly fuller account of the affair15 than does Forbes in what is printed below. 

Nevertheless, Forbes adds details not mentioned by Burton, including the failure 
of the first punitive expedition. He specifically includes Arab traders among the 

instigators of the original outrage rather than the Somalis alone. And, of course, 
his account provides a first-hand description of one of these actions. In fact, it 
must have been the last, for Burton says that the blockade ended in 1833. He adds 
that about £6,000 was recovered. The present evidence suggests that Burton was 
in error; Forbes says that ten thousand dollars was the sum demanded, of which 
six to seven thousand had already been obtained. Forbes appears to indicate that 
the Tigris left before the balance was paid so perhaps Burton simply confused 
dollars and pounds. 

The key figure among the Somalis in this affair was Haji Shirmarke Ali 
Salih (d. 1861) who had begun his long and remarkable career as the friend and 
unofficial agent of the British16 by rescuing the survivors of the Mary Ann in 1825. 
Later on, he was to facilitate Burton's trip to Harar.17 The fact that Leigh's 1838 

journal fails to mention him may mean that he had temporarily lost influence in 
Berbera and was concentrating his activities upon Zeila, of which he was to 
become governor (for the Turkish Empire) in about 1843.18 But even after this 
Shirmarke was deeply involved in Berbera affairs intervening in disputes among 
the lineages of the Habr Awal clan section for supremacy in the port. Shirmarke 
himself claimed direct descent from the founder of the great Isaq clan group and 

14W.D. Cooley, "On the Regio Cinnamonifera of the Ancients," Journal Royal Geographical Society, 
(1849), 166-191; Bridges, "W.D. Cooley," 36-37. Although much of the region eventually became British, in fact 

activity there was being discouraged even before Burton's disaster at Berbera in 1855. Haines, the political 
agent at Aden, and Cruttenden, who had become his assistant, fell out of favor as the Indian Navy was run 
down before its abolition in 1863. Marston, Britain's Imperial Role, 108-109, 163-164; Low, History of the 
Indian Navy, II, 571; Burton, First Footsteps, I, xvii-xxii. 

5Burton, First Footsteps, I, xxxi-xxxii and note. 

16Marston, Britain's Imperial Role, 125 and 473, where Shirmarke is described as "the political boss of 
the coast." Burton says Shirmarke was about 60 years old in 1854 (First Footsteps, I, 14), but Marston makes 
him 85 on his death in 1861 (257). 

7Burton, First Footsteps, I, 11 ff. 

18Marston, Britain's Imperial Role, 108; I.M. Lewis, A Modern History of Somalia, 2nd ed. (London, 
1980), 33. 
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was the dominant political figure (although not the titular hereditary leader) of 
the Habr Yunis (Girhajis) clan. By the time of Burton's expedition, all the Awal 
had come to dislike Shirmarke, it seems.19 This was probably because he had tried 
to make Zeila rather than Berbera the main outlet for the Harar caravan trade. 
As far as one can discern his motives over his thirty-year period of influence, it 
must have been among his principal objects to obtain a hold on this trade and 
possibly control of Harar itself.20 The evidence of Forbes shows that Shirmarke 
was active in Berbera in 1833-1834 and was apparently angling for a trip to Harar 
in company with his British friends and allies. Forbes also tells us that Shirmarke 
had a wife "of some consequence" from the interior. 

The brief account Forbes gives of the trade which so much fired 
Shirmarke's ambitions does not add much to what one can learn from Cruttenden 
or Burton. However, Forbes notes that in the sheep trade only wethers were sent 
down which presumably meant the herders of the interior did not wish rivals to 
start breeding herds. His observations on supplies of meat and so-called "Mocha" 
coffee emphasize just how much Southern Arabia depended on Somalia. Forbes's 
ethnographical account of the Somalis is interesting in many respects but he did 
not much pursue the political and social aspects of their life. He does provide a 
straightforward medical man's description of infibulation; it is a pity that he did 
not pursue further his interest in epidemic diseases, of which there is only a hint 
here. (Such interests developed further in relation to Indian and south-west Asian 
peoples.) Except for a stay in Cairo in 1835-1836, when he met Mohammed Ali,21 
Forbes did not have another opportunity to visit Africa. 

Forbes kept a journal almost continuously from the earliest days of his 
service. Sometime he made day by day entries and other times, as in this case, he 
appears to have written up his notes after some lapse of time. Surviving letters 
and notebooks supplement his journal for certain periods of his life, though not, 
unfortunately, for this Somali .episode. This particular journal is in a volume 
covering the period from October 1832 to February 1834. Together with other 
materials, it forms part of the Ogilvie Forbes deposit in the University of 
Aberdeen archive collection.22 The pages of the journal are not numbered but 
each is headed by an indication of the month and year. 

19Lewis, A Modern History, 33-35; Marston, Britain's Imperial Role, 147, 212; Burton, First 

Footsteps, vol. I, 12-13 and note, vol. II, 74-75; First Footsteps in East Africa by Sir R.F. Burton, Gordon 

Waterfield, ed. (London, 1966), 280. 

20The evidence of both Cruttenden and Burton as well as Forbes bears this out: C.F. Cruttenden, "On 
Eastern Africa," Journal Royal Geographical Society, XVIII (1848), 139; Burton, First Footsteps, I, 14-15. 

21Forbes, Journal, 2 December 1835 - 4 January 1836. 

22Ms. 2740 contains, besides Forbes's journals and letter books, a great many other kinds of scholarly 
notes by him and a large collection of materials emanating from other members of his family. 
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The relevant parts of the journal are printed below. Contractions, 
punctuation and (sometimes variable) spelling are left as in the original except in 
a few cases which are indicated by square brackets. Notes have been added to 
elucidate certain points of detail but the relationship to other accounts and the 
main value of this evidence, especially regarding the Mary Ann affair and the 
career of Shirmarke, have been noted in the foregoing. 

Forbes describes leaving Bombay for the Red Sea on 31 July 1833. The 
voyage took the Tigris south as far as Ceylon and then past Diego Garcia and the 
Seychelles. The journal continues: 

Septr 5th. Early in the morning saw the high land of the African 
coast to the Southd of Cape Orfui,23 having been going between 
9 & 11 knots an hour for 2 days. 
6th. Having borne away more to ye Eastward found ourselves 
within a few miles of ye latitude of Cape Guardafui [;] we had 
been carried 100 miles to the N.E. by a current setting in that 
direction, so that in one day we had run nearly 300 miles. We 
now hauled up to the Westd against a very heavy sea but having 
a stiff breeze all day, sighted the highland to ye Southd of 
Guardafui in ye afternoon & rounded the cape before 9 o'clock. 
Here we had a great and sudden change of climate finding 
ourselves all at once in smooth water with little or no wind & 
the thermomr at 86 during the night while outside it was 
blowing half a gale of wind with a heavy sea & the thermomr 
80 during the day. 
7th. Nearly opposite Cape Felix or Ras ul Feel.24 Had a calm for 
the greater part of the day with the thermomr at 90 & were 
surrounded by immense shoals of porpoises, pilot fish &ca. Ras 
ul Feel is a most remarkable promontory like a large detached 
hill ending abruptly in the Sea & from it a bay stretches to 
some distance on either side, one fringed with a belt of shrubs 
& the other by a beach of ye whitest sand, the Abyssinian 
mountains frowning black and desolate in the distance. Upon 
one of these, to the S.W. of the Cape a number of very 

23This is Ras Hafun. The designation Orfui or variant forms (Dorfur, D'Orfui, etc.) appears on 

seventeenth century Dutch maps and continued in use into the early nineteenth century. See for example 
Edinburgh Geographical and Historical Atlas... (Edinburgh, London, Dublin, n.d. [1825?D, plates II, III, 
and LIII, a work which Forbes may well have known. See also Salt, A Voyage to Abyssinia, 95 and map 

facing 12. 

24Cape Illao or Ras Alula. 
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remarkable white specks are observable. Before sunset, with a 
light breeze from ye N.W. we observed a perfect reflection of ye 
African coast on ye opposite horizon which continued till 
nightfall. 
8th. Last night it fell a dead calm & the25 heat was almost 
insupportable until the setting in of ye land wind about 11 
o'clock after some vivid lightning among ye hills. I observed one 
flash which lasted several seconds on the summit of one of ye 
mountainous peaks. This morning we were nearly opposite Cape 
Goree26 where the high land looked exactly like that opposite 
Bassadore in the Persian Gulf. The weather very hot & 
oppressive the thermomr being in ye morning 91 in ye shade & 
120 in ye sun & no wind until towards noon when a fine breeze 
sprung up & continued thro'out ye day. At Sunset we tacked 
within two miles of the high land opposite to a remarkable 
white patch wh looked like fine sand or clay. The mountain at 
its highest point & where it descended almost perpendicularly 
into ye sea appeared about 2,000 feet high & consisted of 
numerous horizontal strata alternately light & dark coloured. 
The clouds were drifting very picturesquely along ye face of ye 
precipice. 
9th. Fine pleasant sea breeze thro'out the day, wh smooth water. 
Passed many very [?] desolate & barren parts of ye coast & 
sighted Mette Island27 in ye evening. 
10th. At noon passed Burnt Island or Ais,28 a most remarkable 
white rock covered with birds' dung. It is something of this 
shape29 & looks volcanic. As we passed close to it between ye 
island & ye main we observed two boats in a narrow creek in ye 
Rock, there being no beach. There were a good many people 
with ye boats, we could see them with the glass standing naked 
on ye rock. There were probably Somaulies from ye opposite 
coast, on a fishing trip or collecting sea fowls' eggs. Fired a gun 
as a signal to some of them to come off to the ship but without 
effect. The creek in which the boats were is probably the only 
lariding place on ye island & perhaps near a spring of water. 
Shortly afterwards we passed some flock of dark brown gulls 

25Forbes is inconsistent about contracting "the." 

26Las Khoreh, about 11°9'N 48°12'E. 

27Mait Island on modern maps. 

28Heis. 

29Forbes's small sketch is not in fact very helpful. 
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on the water extending about half a mile in every direction. A 
fine breeze sprang up in ye afternoon & we kept away for ye 
Arabian shore having fallen a de[a]d calm during the night ye 
heat was excessive. 

The journal goes on to describe the ship's passage through the Straits of 
Bab el Mandeb and arrival at Mocha on 14th September where a rather desultory 
battle was taking place between the Turkish garrison and the besieging forces of 
Mohammed Ali. From 15th September day by day entries in the journal cease 
except for three days in October; how regularly Forbes recorded his experiences 
thereafter is uncertain. It does not seem that the Tigris had achieved anything at 
Mocha by early October. The journal now proceeds: 

... we left Mocha in ye beginning of October for Burburra on 
the African coast. After passing thro' the Straits of Bab-el 
Mandeb & Cape Aremora on the forenoon I think of the 4th we 
found ourselves at sunset about 20 miles off Cape Aden with 
calm and very sultry weather. 4 light breeze sprung up about 8 
o'clock & continued thro' ye night, but we made very little 
progress. Had variable airs & calms until we reached the other 
coast on the morning of the 6th (Sunday) when we were about 6 
miles off Zara30 at daylight when it fell a dead calm with ye 
thermomr at 90°. Got out the boats to tow ye vessel inshore, & 
ye sea breeze having set in at 11 o'clock we anchored about an 
hour afterwards in 12 fms opposite some low sandy hillocks 
covered with shrubs, about halfway between the hills on each 
side wh here form a bay - had a high peak about 12 miles inland 
well open with ye hill on ye left. The appearance of the land 
here is far from inviting, consisting of barren hills & sandy 
downs wh a thin sprinkling of bushes. There were two square 
brickbuilt houses near the beach surrounded by huts made of 
hurdles & we could percieve [sic] a few people near them. 
Landed in ye evening & while Lieut Smith went to look for the 
wells, took a turn along the beach towards ye huts. Saw near 
them an immense number of tomb stones & ye ruins of a 
building wh appeared to have been a mosque or superior kind 
of tomb. We found the houses deserted & filled wh goats dung 
as also were the wicker huts wh appeared to be goat pens. The 

30This is Siyara on modern maps, about 10°36N, 45°15'E and is a place of little consequence now. But 
in the 1830s it seems to have been a regular watering place for ships in default (at that time) of good 
supplies in Berbera. Leigh confirms this (Kirkman, "John Studdy Leigh in Somalia," 446, 471). See also 

Burton, First Footsteps, II, 78 and note. Forbes's account suggests that Siyara must also have been in use for 
the meat trade to Arabia. 
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whole of the beach & ground about the houses was covered 
with enormous quantities of all kinds of dung. Some of our 
people found in a small hut a sick Somaulie & a woman wh 2 
children, they had a camel and some goats. Found a few shells 
&ca on ye beach. Came on board at sunset - by some mistake 
our poor dog Fanny was left behind. 
7th. Having got ready overnight, made a start with Paynton in ye 
morning in search of game. Found signs of a pit or well in ye 
sand near ye landing place & ye people set about clearing it out. 
Had no sport, as we saw only one hare. For about 10 miles 
inland there is little else but loose sand hills wh some tufts of 
long knotty grass and a large shrub resembling broom, & at 
intervals patches of stone chiefly aluminous & puddingstone. 
The sand was completely covered wh ye marks of cattle, hares, 
jackals, and some footprints of a large animal, but resembling 
those of a dog or jackal, probably ye hyena. There were also 
great numbers of small sand crabs' holes in every direction. 
Having taken a short turn among the sand hills I ascended ye 
high land to the right of the wells. It consisted of loose blocks 
& boulders of aluminous stone quite sonorous & as hard as flint. 
There were some caves in ye face of ye precipice near ye top wh 
ye jackals or hyenas appear to frequent. Came back along ye 
beach & bathed, then returned to ye watering place, & ye boat 
having gone off to ye ship, went to sleep under an awning 
spread for ye watering party. By clearing out ye hole in ye sand 
near a patch of sheet rock deliciously sweet water was found in 
such abundance that a fleet might have watered in a day. 
8th. Having taken in a supply of water we hastened to leave this 
exposed anchorage & get to Burburra, 30 miles to the West of 
Zarah. The small bay of Burburra is extremely difficult to find 
being concealed by a long narrow spit of sand runnin[g] out 
obliquely to seaward. However on standing close in, we saw the 
masts of some Arab boats several of wh as we approached ye 
entrance of ye creek attempted to get out to sea but were 
brought to by us & obliged to return. We anchored within a 
gunshot of ye left shore of ye creek or rather a spit of sand 
running up between it & the sea & only about 100 yards in 
breadth opposite the ship. The first thing done was to make all 
the boats anchor in-shore of us & stop all communication with 
the town or village so that by putting an end to the trade we 
might make them come to terms & pay the required sum of 

687 
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money.31 Some years ago a small trading vessel belonging to 
Bombay32 put in here to trade but the Arab Nakhodas33 being 
jealous of their interference instigated & probably assisted the 
Somaulies to cut the ship adrift in the night so that she drifted 
ashore & was plundered & burnt, some of the Lascars being 
killed. One of the Somauli chiefs of the name of Shumarky who 
is married to a woman of some consequence from ye interior 
saved the captain & his brother (whose name I forget)34 more 
probably out of policy than from any thing like kindness and 
they afterwards reached Bombay. A King's ship35 & several 
cruizers were sent to obtain satisfaction [;] they soon reached 
the outside of the bay but from want of decision & celerity in 
their movements most of the boats & all the people assembled 
at the fair made their escape before the force could land. By 
sending a vessel however on several future occasions & 
preventing the boats from trading they soon came to terms & 
agreed to pay by instalments the sum of 10,000 dollars as an 
indemnification for the destruction of ye ship & pensions to the 
families of the Lascars who were killed: 6 or 7,000 D. had I 
believe been paid & we were sent to enforce payt of ye balance. 
Soon after anchoring the Somauly chief Shumarky came on 
board with some of his people [;] we had seen some of them 
previously in Mocha where many of them go in boats. Their 
dress is only a single large white cloth round the body & 
brought over ye shoulder. Some conferences were held about ye 
object of our coming & many promises made. Some time after 
our arrival Nott36 having ordered a few large boats wh were laid 
up on ye beach to be launched & brought alongside the others 
they demurred about doing it & we turned out in ye ship's boats 
to set fire to them. An immense crowd having collected on ye 
beach many of them with matchlocks evidently wh the design 
of resisting us the ship was warped within a musket shot of ye 
beach and moored with springs on her cable that her broadside 
might bear on ye crowd and cover ye boats ye guns being loaded 

31This may suggest that the sea merchants were seen as the offenders rather than the Somali of the 
mainland. 

32Burton says it was a Mauritius ship (First Footsteps, I, xxxii note). 

33Sea captains. 

34William Lingard; Burton, First Footsteps, I, 13 note. 

35Presumably of the (British) Royal Navy. 

36Lieutenant Nott was in command of the Tigris in October 1832, but it is unclear whether he had 
become subordinate to others of higher rank whom the Journal mentions from time to time. 
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with round & grapet. We had the launch also with us with her 
brass 4 pounder. It being high water at the time we pulled in ye 
gig right up to the largest boat & took possession of her some 
of ye natives leaving at one gangway as we entered at ye other. 
They then begged us to desist wh we did on their promising to 
float the boats off next tide wh was done accordingly. While 
here our principal amusement was collecting shells37 of wh in 
this small bay there was an immense variety perhaps 400 kinds. 
We had a kind of mat hut built on the spit of sand opposite the 
anchorage so as to be under the protection of ye ship in ye 
event of being disturbed by ye natives. Cricket matches38 too 
served to amuse us occasionally wh a trip to the town now & 
then or going after Antelope. After we had been here about 
two months39 & had run out of provisions almost entirely the 
Benares arrived from Mocha & we got a temporary supply. We 
in fact had been living for a long time on the fat Burburra 
mutton with rice, no vegetables ye bread almost alive & nearly 
done & no grog for ye crew. We had a most excellent Christmas 
dinner aboard ye Benares & enjoyed ourselves very much for 
the few days they remained here. When she sailed ye Tigris still 
remained behind & we expected to receive the money from the 
Chiefs every day when we recd orders by a boat to proceed 
forthwith to Mocha for Wells to take command of ye ships. I 
felt this disappointment very much as we really liked ye place & 
expected to see something of ye interior having arranged with 
Shumarkie that a party of us should visit what he he [sic] 
described as a very large city & ye chief place in that part of 
Africa, under his escort he promising in addition to leave 
hostages on board for our safe return. We had also clubbed 
among ourselves & had a very good small boat built for shelling 
& every day discovered some new varieties. 

The Somaulies would appear to resemble ye Abyssinians in 
figure &ca, they are very dark but have not the slightest 
likeness to negroes, on the contrary their features are handsome 
their faces oval with small straight noses & small mouths, the 
limbs generally slight but well shaped & many of them are very 
tall. They speak a mixed language between Arabic & West 
African or Negro. The first thing that strikes one is their 
headdress exactly resembling a wig, this is worn by almost 

37This appears to have been a very popular pastime not only for well-born young ladies in Britain but 
for a large number of the Indian Navy officers; Smee and Hardy had collected shells at Zanzibar in 1811. 

38This must rank as the first record of cricket being played in Somalia. 

3In fact from October 8th to near Christmas means the stay was rather longer. 
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every one & those who want it stain or bleach their hair with 
mud or lime of a whiteish or reddish brown colour. The wigs 
are made of black sheep skin with the wool dyed or burnt 
brown with lime & being neatly dressed & frizzed so as to 
resemble exactly an old fashioned barrister's wig. They also 
stick small instruments used as combs & made of wood & 
something like a silver fork in shape into the wigs. They use 
them to scratch their heads and bodies with. They have a 
singular piece of furniture also wh they use as a pillow 
something like the head of a crutch with a short stem which 
they stick in ye ground & rest their heads on when they go to 
sleep. Their general arms are spears two or more of which every 
man carries. The shaft is made of tough knotty wood & is about 
6f. long having a well sharpened spear head at one end & a 
round screw like ferule to balance it at ye other. They are very 
expert in throwing this spear & some of them offered to strike 
a large double block hung up at one end of ye ship from ye 
other. They are very superstitious & jealous of any one handling 
their spears & appeared always very angry when any one 
pointed a spear at them even in joke. They live chiefly on 
Joar40 bread & mutton, milk &ca. The women are not only 
circumcised when very young but the external labia are 
scarified & allowed to adhere ye smallest opening only being 
left for ye passage of ye urine. When they are married or go to 
live with the man who takes them the parts are torn open by 
separating ye adhesions. They profess the Muhammedan 
religion. 

This fair held at Burburra appears to continue from 
October or ye beginning of Novr till March every year. There 
are at other times no houses nor probably any inhabitants there 
but the chiefs & merchants bring with them osiers & mats with 
which all ye temporary huts are made & at ye termination of ye 
fair they are burnt or carried away. It would appear that disease 
(probably epidemic) is common towards the end of ye trading 
season as they mentioned that hundreds had died a year or two 
before & ye burying ground covers a space of about half a mile 
in length & appears large enough for a town of 20,000 inhabt. 
The articles brought from the interior for sale arrive at 
intervals in large caravans from 3 to 5,000 camels and consist of 
Slaves gums of all kinds, coffee, (a great quantity of wh grows 
here, most of that called Mocha) ghee, ivory, ostrich feathers & 
sheep. These are bought up by ye Muscat, Surat, Mandavie, 
Mocha, Maculla &ca boats who bring for traffic rice sugar &ca. 

40Jowari or millet. 
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The Burburra sheep are very excellent eating but have little or 
no wool. They are all of the same appearance having white 
bodies & black heads wh a broad flat tail ending in a point like 
a pigtail, they are exported in immense numbers to all the 
neighbouring sea ports in ye Red Sea & sell for about half a 
dollar each. It is wh the greatest difficulty that either a ram or 
ewe can be procured as they only bring down wethers. In the 
beginning of ye year we were obliged to proceed to Mocha 
where we found ye town had been besieged by ye Wahabees... 
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